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REFLECTION 

.___ .... ....., AND REFRACTIOi· 
: When waves inter~ct with matter '. th~y can be 

THE BIG reflected, transmitted, or a combination of bot IDEA : Waves that are transmitted can be refracted. h. 

When you shine a beam of light on a mirror, the light 
doesn't travel through the mirror, but is returned 
by the mirror's surface back into the air. When 

sound waves strike a canyon wall, they bounce back 
to you as an echo. When a wave transmitted 
along a spring reaches a wall it reverses direc-

• I 

t,on. In all these situations, waves remain in 
one medium rather than enter a new medium. 
These waves are reflected. 

In other situations, such as when light 
passes from air into a transparent medium 
like water, waves travel from one medium into 
another. When waves strike the surface of a 
medium at an angle, their direction changes as 
they enter the second medium. These waves are 
refracted. This is evident when a pencil in a glass 
of water appears to be bent. 

Usually waves are partly reflected and partly 
refracted when they fall on a transparent medium. When 
light shines on water, for example, some of the light is 
reflected and some is refracted. To understand this, let's see 
how reflection occurs. 

discover! 
How Can You Make an Object Invisible? 
1. Obtain two small heat-resistant beakers, one 

smaller than the other. 
2. Place the smaller beaker inside the larger 

beaker. 
3. Pour light vegetable oil or baby oil into 

both beakers until the smaller beaker is 
completely submerged. 

578 

Analyze and Conclude 
1. Observing What did you observe when the 

oil filled both beakers? 
2. Predicting Do you think you would observe 

the same results if the beakers were filled 
with other clear liquids? 

3. Making Generalizations What makes an 
object visible? 

d 



FIGURE 29.1 . 
A wave is totally reflected 
when it reaches a com-
pletely rigid boundary. .._ ~uoaa~. w.i uoofu?ffJo]o?,7JiJoo?fti)7Joooo'd'iJodd;j~ -o~ooc)<) 

r(do -vg<looooo~ '/ 

zg.1 Reflection 
wJten a wave reaches a boundary between two media, usually 

fJ all of the wave bounces back into the first medium. The meor k. . . . 1 so rn of a wave bac mto its ongma medium is called reflection. 
rettl e you fasten a spring to a wall and send a pulse along the suppos ·11 d . p· . , length, as i ustrate m 1gure 29.1. The wall is a very rigid 
PrJJlg s d . h h . A 5 d' Il1 compare wit t e sprmg. s a result, all the wave energy is ne iu h . h h 1 fl cted back along t e spnng rat er t an transmitted into the wall. 

re e es that travel along the spring are almost totally reflected at the wall. 
wav 1 · 1 d . h 1 . "d If the wal is rep ace wit a ess ngi medium, such as the heavy 

•ng shown in Figure 29.2, some energy is transmitted into the new spn . . 
,ediuJ11. Some of the wave energy is still reflected. The incoming 

n e 1· s partially reflected. wav 

~w,1~ra~o~ooooooovoWooooo 
~ooaooouuuuuoooaoooaoa0~cx)oot70~oooo®oo()Ooooo 
1ouooooa;-~¾iaaoolloclouoooO()OUOUO~ll'"®UOOJ0~~1oo 
A metal surface is rigid to light waves that shine upon it. Light 

energy does not propagate into the metal, but instead is returned in 
a reflected wave. The wave reflected from a metal surface has almost 
the full intensity of the incoming wave, apart from small energy 
losses due to the friction of the vibrating electrons in the surface. 
This is why metals such as silver and aluminum are so shiny. They 
reflect almost all the frequencies of visible light. 

Other materials such as glass and water are not as rigid to light 
waves. When light shines perpendicularly on the surface of still water, 
~bout 2% of its energy is reflected and the rest is transmitted. When 
light strikes glass perpendicularly, about 4% of its energy is reflected. 
Except for slight losses, the rest is transmitted. 

CONCEPT : What happens when a wave reaches a boundary 
CHECK : between two media? 

FIGURE 29.2 
When the wave reaches 
the heavy spring, it is 
partially reflected and 
partially transmitted. 

For: links on reflection 
Visit: \ www.Scilinks.org 
Web Code:~ - ,_\ 2-9-01-
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-;j_l ANGLE OF 
FIGURE 29.3 
In reflection, the angle 
between the incident ray and 
the normal is equal to the 
angle between the reflected 
ray and the normal. 

AN6LE OCFE ~: REFLECTION O i>-" --
INCi DEN O J '\t1v ,-

\ zl 
I 
I 
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29.2 The Law of Reflection 

- think!-~ d. •on reflected waves travel back in the directio ti In one 1mens1 , . n ro 
which they came. Let a ball drop _to the_ floor, and_ It b~unces stra/11 

If you look at your blue 
shirt in a mirror, what is 
the color of its image? 
What does this tell you 
about the frequency of 
light incident upon a mir-
ror compared with the 
frequency of the light after 
it is reflected? 
Answer: 29.2 

FIGURE 29.4 _. 
A virtual image is formed 
behind the plane mirror and 
is located at the position 
where the extended reflected 
rays (broken lines) converge. 
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al •t m· 1·tial path In two dimensions, the situation is a 1. ght up ong 1 s · . 1 b Ittle 
.J:cc t A pool ball hitting the side of a poo ta le at an ang) b u.meren . . . Lik . . e ou 
back at the same angle in a new direct10n. ew1se_ with light, nces 

The direction of inci~ent and reflected waves is best described 
by straight-line rays. Incident rays and reflected rays make equal 
angles with a line perpendicular to the surface, ~all~d the normal 
as shown in Figure 29.3. The angle between the mc1dent ray and h, 

"d . 1 h I e normal, called the angle of inc1 ence, is equa to t e angle between 
the reflected ray and the normal, called the angle of reflection. 

angle of incidence = angle of reflection 

The law of reflection describes the relationship between the angl 
of incidence and angle of reflection. @ The law of reflection state: 
that the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection are equal to 
each other. The incident ray, the normal, and the reflected ray all 
lie in the same plane. The law of reflection applies to both partially 
reflected and totally reflected waves. 

cti1cicl What is the law of reflection? 

29.J Mirrors 
Consider a candle flame placed in front of a plane (flat) mirror. Rays 
of light leaving the candle are reflected from the mirror surface in all 
directions. The number of rays is infinite, and every one obeys the law 
of reflection. Figure 29.4 shows only two rays that originate at the tip 
of the candle flame and reflect from the mirror to your eye. Note that 
the rays diverge (spread apart) from the tip of the flame, and continue 
diverging from the mirror upon reflection. These divergent rays appear 
to originate from a point located behind the mirror. 



r-
discover! 

e Is Your Mirror Image? Wher . . 
k at your face 1n a mirror. 

1 LOO 
· Now look at something on the surface of the mirror, such as 

2- dust speck. 
a d" 
00 you have to a J~st your eyes to refocus from looking at 

3- your image to_ looking at the dust on the mirror surface? 

4
_ Think Is your image farther away than the mirror surface? 

Your experience is that light travels in straight lines. Therefore, 
erceive the candle flame to be located behind the mirror. A you P . . th 

. tual image 1s an image at appears to be in a location where light 
: s not really reach. & Plane mirrors produce only virtual images. 

oe Your eye cannot ordinarily tell the difference between an object 
d its virtual image because the light that enters your eye is entering 

. ld . exactly the same manner as 1t wou without the mirror if there 10 b" h h · eallY were an o Ject w ere you see t e image. Notice that the image 
~s as far behind the mirror as the object is in front of the mirror, and 
the image and object are the same size. As illustrated in Figure 29.5, 
when you view yourself in a mirror, your image is the same size your 
identical twin would appear if located as far behind the mirror as you 
are in front-as long as the mirror is flat. 

Note in Figure 29.6a that Majorie and her image have the same 
color of clothing-evidence that the light doesn't change frequency 
upon reflection. Interestingly, her left-right axis is no more reversed 
than her up-down axis. The axis that is reversed, as shown in Figure 
29.6b is front-back. That's why it seems her left hand faces the right 
hand of her image. 

a 

l 
\ 
I 
I 
1-_ 

FIGURE 29.5 'T 
For reflection in a plane mir-
ror, object size equals image 
size and object distance 
equals image distance. 

C 

'(OUR iWIN°? 

FIGURE 29.6 
a. Marjorie's image is 
as far behind the mirror 
as she is in front. b. Her 
front-back axis is the only 
axis that is reversed. 

' ' 

b 
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FIGURE 29.7 
The law of reflection 
holds for curved . mirrors 
a. The image formed . 
by a convex mirror is 
smaller than the ob. 
b Wh Ject. 

• en the object is 
close to a concave 
mirror, the image can be 
larger than the object. 

Go \tnline -active~, 
For: Mirrors and Lenses 
Visit I PHSchool.com 
Web Code: / esp - / 2903 

The law of reflection still holds for curved mirrors, as ill 
th · · Ustr in Figure 29.7. However, when e mirror 1s curved, the sizes ated 

distances of object and image are no longer equal. The virtu t?d 
formed by a convex mirror (a mirror that curves outward) i a 1lllage 

. th b' . Wh Ssmau and closer to the mirror than e o Ject 1s. en the object • er 
. d l'k is dose a concave mirror ( a mirror that curves mwar 1 e a "cave") th . to 

d. h h , ev1r tual image can be larger and more 1stant t an t e object. · 

CHECK~ What kind of images do mirrors produce? 

29.4 Diffuse Reflection 
@ When light is incident on a rough surface, it is reflected in man 
directions. Diffuse reflection, as shown in Figure 29.8, is the refle:. 
tion of light from a rough surface. Although each ray obeys the law of 
reflection, the many different angles that incident light rays encoun-
ter at the surface cause reflection in many directions. 

FIGURE 29.8 
Diffuse reflection occurs 
when light is incident 
on a rough surface. 

What constitutes a rough surface for some rays may be a pol-
ished surface for others. If the differences in elevations in a surface 
are small (less than about one-eighth the wavelength of the light t~at 
falls on it), the surface is considered polished. A surface may be po · 
ished for long wavelengths, but not polished for short wavelengths. ds 
Whether a surface is a diffuse reflector or a polished reflector depen 
on the wavelength of the waves it reflects. 

C 



FIGURE 29.9 4 
Diffuse reflection alto 

d 
ws us to 

aroun us. a. Light is d"ff see rnost th· 
in many directions b ~- ~se_ly reflected frings 
mirror is only refle~e·d ~g t incident on a ~rn paper 

in one direct· rnooth ion. 

Light that reflects from this pa . . 
1 

. ge 1s d1ffus Th 
smooth to a ong radio wave, but to th h e. e page may be 
light, it is rough. Rays of light incide te s or~ wavelengths of visible 

f 
· fl c n on this p Hons o tmy at sur1aces facing in all d" . age encounter mil-. . ·11 irections s th in all d1rect1ons, as 1 ustrated in Figure 29 ' ? ey ar_e reflected 

an ordinary paper surface is shown in F ·
9

· A microscopic view of 
tion allows us to read the page from a igd~re 2:·10. Diffuse reflec-. ny irection · · most of the thmgs around us by diffu fl . or pos1t1on. We see se re ectmn. 
CONCEPT: What happens when light ·15 • 'd 
HECK

• mc1 ent on a 
C : rough surface? 

29.5 Reflection of Sound 
An echo is refl~cted sound. The fraction of sound energy reflected 
from a surface 1s more when the surface is rigid and smooth, and less 
when the surface is soft and irregular. Sound energy that is not 
reflected is absorbed or transmitted. 

Sound reflects from all surfaces-the walls, ceiling, floor, fur-
niture, and people-of a room. People who design the interiors of 
buildings, whether office buildings, factories, or auditoriums, need to 
understand the reflective properties of surfaces. The study of sound is 

called acoustics. 
When the walls of a room, auditorium, or concert hall are too 

reflective, the sound becomes garbled. This is due to multiple reflec-
tions of sound waves called reverberations. But when the reflec-

FIGURE 29.10 .6. 
Ordinary paper, like this 
textbook page, has a 
rough surface that can 
be viewed with a 
microscope. 

tive surfaces are more absorbent, the sound level is lower, and 
th

e . 
hall sounds dull and lifeless. Reflection of sound in a roo~ ~ak:s it. 
sound lively and full, as you have probably found out while smgmg m 
the shower. In the design of an auditorium 0: concert hall, a balance 

" I 

\ 

between reverberation and absorption is de5ired. 
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FIGURE 29.11 _. 
The walls of a concert hall 
are carefully designed. 
a. With grooved walls, 
sound reflects from 
many small sections of 
the wall to a listener. 
b. With flat walls, an 
intense reflected sound 
comes from only one 
part of the wall. 

For: Links on refraction 
Visit: I www.Scilinks.org 
Web Code: Jcsn -I 2906 
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Th Us of concert halls are often designed with 

t.h e :a waves are diffused. This is illustrated in Fig~r00ves so e soun . . re 29 t~ 
this way a person in the audience receives a small ainou .J la 1 a, 
sound from many parts of the wall, rather than a larger nt Of teoe 
sound from one part of the wall. a111oun1 oiei 

Highly reflective surfaces are o~en placed behind and ab 
stage to direct sound out to an audience. The large shiny I ove 1~ 
in Figure 29.12 also reflect light. A listener can look up atPhasticple . f h b t es a1e1 tors and see the reflected images o t e mem ers of the o h e ren 

h d h. . re est ec. 
(The plastic reflectors are somew at curve , w 1ch Incre ra. 

'h b h I asesth of view.) Both sound and hg t o ey t e same aw of reflect· e fie1~ 
th 

. ion 
a reflector is oriented so at you can see a particular mus· 1 .' so if 

ill h . al S Ica in ment rest assured that you w ear it so. ound from th . stru. , em 
ment will follow the line of sight to the reflector and then t Slru. 0 You 

C
COHNECCEPTK What happens to sound energy that is not r fl 

e ected1 

29.6 Refraction 

FIGURE 29.12 
The shiny plates above 
the orchestra in Davies 
Symphony Hall in San 
Francisco reflect both 
light and sound. 

Suppose you take a rear axle with its wheels attached off an old toy 
cart and let it roll along a pavement that slopes gently downward 
and onto a downward-sloping mowed lawn. It rolls more slowly on 
the lawn because of the interaction of the wheels with the blades of 
grass. If you roll it at an angle, as shown in Figure 29.13, it will be 
deflected from its straight-line course. The direction of the axle and 
rolling wheels is shown in the illustration. Note that the wheel that 
first meets the lawn slows down first-because it interacts with the 
grass while the opposite wheel is still rolling on the pavement. The 
axle pivots, and the path bends toward the normal ( the thin dashed 
line perpendicular to the grass-pavement boundary). The axle then 
continues across the lawn in a straight line at reduced speed. 



~ wJten a wave that is traveling at 

Cr
ossing a boundary between tw an adngle changes its speed 

oil O me ia ·t b d 
Ill' bend, or refract, when one part of h ' 

1 
en s. Water veS eac wav . d 

,>1a (or faster) than another part R fr . e is ma e to travel 

I 
y,1er · e action is th b d' f 

s O ·r crosses the boundary betw e en mg o a e as I een two med' 11rav el faster in deep water tha . h ta at an angle. Water 
,>1aves tra~ b . n ms allow water. Figure 29 14a 

.,,s a view from a ove of straight wave crests (th b . h 1. · shO•• d h · h d e ng t mes) ·ng wwar t e ng t e ge of the photo Th . fflovi d" · ey are movmg from 
.. ,ater across a 1agonal boundary into shall A h JeeP ... d . ow water. t t e 

d
arY the wave spee and direction of travel b l 1 d i,otJil ' are a rupt y a tere . 

e t
he wave moves more slowly in shallow water th t SiJlC , e cres s are 

doser wgether. If you look carefully, you'll see some reflection from 

the bounda~Y- . . . In drawing a diagram of a wave, 1t 1s convenient to draw lines, 
called wa~e fronts, 29'6 that represent the p~sitions of different crests. 
At each point along a wave front, the wave 1s moving perpendicular 

the wave front. The direction of motion of the wave can thus be t; resented by rays that are perpendicular to the wave fronts. The ray 
: pfigure 29.14b shows how the water wave changes direction after it 
111 osses the boundary between deep and shallow water. Sometimes we 
er aJyze waves in terms of wave fronts, and at other times in terms of 
an Both are useful models for understanding wave behavior. 
rays. 
coNCEPT: What causes a wave to bend? 
CHECK : 

b 
a 

FIGURE 29.14 A than in 
f 

· deep water 
Water waves travel aSter in h bound-refracts at t e 
shallow water. a. The wave 

5 
b, The sample ray is 

FIGURE 29.13 • 
The direction of the rolling 
wheels changes when one 
wheel slows down before 
the other one. 

Although wave speed 
and wavelength change 
when undergoing 
refraction, frequency 
remains unchanged. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

ary where the depth chan9f · t •t intersects. 
perpendicular to the wave ron 

1 
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FIGURE 29.1 S 
The wave fronts of sound 
are bent in air of uneven 
temperature. 

.. . ., 

\ 
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29. 'I Refraction of Sound 

,_ think!--
Sound waves are refracted when parts of a wave front tr 

different speeds. This happens in uneven winds or when so;":1.at 
traveling through air of uneven temperature. On a warm day :h is 
air near the ground may be appreciably warmer than the air ab e 
Since sound travels faster in warmer air, the speed of sound ne ove. 
the ground is increased. The refraction is not abrupt but gradu:~ 
shown in Figure 29.15. Sound waves therefore tend to bend awa/&as 
warm ground, making it appear that the sound does not carry well orn 

Suppose you are down-
wind from a factory whis-
tle. In which case will the 
whistle sound louder-if 
the wind speed near 
the ground is more than 
the wind speed several 
meters above the ground, 
or if it is less? 
Answer: 29. 7 

On a cold day or at night, when the layer of air near the ground 
is colder than the air above, the speed of sound near the ground is 
reduced. As illustrated in Figure 29 .16, the higher speed of the wave 
fronts above cause a bending of the sound toward Earth. When this 
happens, sound can be heard over considerably longer distances. 

CHNECK What causes sound waves to refract? 

FIGURE 29.16 -' 
At night, when the air is cooler over the surface of the 
lake, sound is refracted toward the ground and carries 
unusually well. 



:.8 Refraction of Light 
ds or swirnmmg pools appear shallower than they actually are. 

po11 ·1 ·n a glass of water appears bent, the air above a hot stove eoc1 l d . kl AP shirnrner, an stars twm e. These effects are due to the 
• ..,.,s to . '°' Ch . th . , sec;w . n of hght. -;v anges m e speed of hght as it passes from 
f acuo th . . . re r diunt to ano er, or variations m the temperatures and den-
e me di fr · oJl_ f the same me um, cause re action. The directions of the 

5iues O change because of refraction. 29-8 

. ht rays d hS . re 29.17 shows rays an wave fronts of light refracted as f1gu . . (Th s from air mto water. e wave fronts would be curved if neY pas 1 . h t rce of light were c ose, JUSt as t e wave fronts of water waves 
the sou . h tone thrown mto t e water are curved. If we assume that the ear as . h h . . £ 
11 of light IS t e sun, t en It IS so ar away that the wave fronts 
ource . h 1· ) N h 5 actically straig t mes. ote t at the left portions of the wave 

are pr fi 1 d h h · . ts are the rst to s ow own w en t ey enter the water ( or nght 
tro~·on if you look along the direction of travel). The refracted ray of 
~o~: which is at right angles to the refracted wave fronts, is closer to 
hhg 'orrnal than is the incident ray. 
ten th f . . h. Compare e re ract1on m t IS case to the bending of the axle's 

th in Figure 29.13. When light rays enter a medium in which their 
pa h . f · · 
5 

eed decreases, as w en passing rom air mto water, the rays bend 
t~ward the normal. But when light rays enter a medium in which 
their speed increases, as when passing from water into air, the rays 
bend away from the normal. 

Figure 29.18 shows a laser beam entering a container of water at 
the left and exiting at the right. The path would be the same if the 
light entered from the right and exited at the left. The light paths are 
reversible for both reflection and refraction. If you can see somebody 
by way of a reflective or refractive device, such as a mirror or a prism, 
then that person can see you ( or your eyes) by looking through the 
device also. 

Ml I< 

FIGURE 29.18 
The laser beam bends 
toward the normal when it 
enters the water, and away 
from the normal when it 
leaves. 

FIGURE 29.17 A 
As a light wave passes from 
air into water, its speed 
decreases. 

A light ray is always at 
right angles to its wave 
front. 

CHAPTER 29 REFLECTION AND REFRACTION 587 
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REAL 
DEPTH 

J) f, 

PAREN 
DEPTH 

I 

~ii~ 
6LASS 
BLOCK 

,J' 

a 

FIGURE 29.19 .A 
There are many effects of 
refraction. a. The apparent 
depth of the glass block is 
less than the real depth. 
b. The fish appears to be 
nearer than it actually is. 
c. The full glass mug 
appears to hold more root 
beer than it actually does. 

tllink!----. 
If the speed of light were 
the same for the various 
temperatures and densi-
ties of air, would there still 
be mirages? 
Answer: 29. 9 
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As Figure 29.19a shows, a thick pane of gl~ss appears to be on 
two-thirds its real thickness when VIewed straight on. (For clarit ly 
diameter of the eye pupil is made larger than true scale.) SimilaJ' the 
water in a pond or pool appears to be only three-quarters its tr Y, 
depth In Figure 29.19b, the fish in the water appears to be nearue . . I An . erio the surface than it really 1s. It also seems c oser. other illusion . 
shown in Figure 29.19c. Light ~om the root beer is re~racted thr~: 
the sides of the thick glass, making the glass appear thinner than . 

· · 1· h 1· I 11 15 The eye, accustomed to perce1vmg ig t trave mg a ong straight lines. 
perceives the root beer to be at the outer edge o~ the gl~ss, along the ' 
broken lines. These effects are d~e to the refraction of hght whenever 
it crosses a boundary between alf and another transparent medium. 

CONCEPT: f · f 1· h? CHECK ! What causes the re ract1on o 19 t. 

29.9 Atmospheric Refraction 
Although the speed of light in air is only 0.03% less than its speed in a 
vacuum, in some situations atmospheric refraction is quite noticeable. 
One interesting example is the appearance of a distorted image called 
a mirage. @ A mirage is caused by the refraction of light in Earth's 
atmosphere. On hot days there may be a layer of very hot air in con-
tact with the ground. Since molecules in hot air are farther apart, light 
travels faster through it than through the cooler air above. The speed-
ing up of the part of the wave nearest the ground produces a gradual 
bending of the light rays. This can produce an image, say, of the palm 
tree in Figure 29.20. The image appears upside down to an observer 
at the right, just as if it were reflected from a surface of water. But the 
light is not reflected; it is refracted. 

Wave fronts of light are shown in Figure 29 .21. The refractio~ of 
light in air in this case is very much like the refraction of sound m 
Figure 29.15. Undeflected wave fronts would travel at one speed and 
in the direction shown by the broken lines. Their greater speed near 
the ground, however, causes the light ray to bend upward as shown. 



• 
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. 
I 
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A motorist experiences a similar situation when driving along a 
road that appears to be wet ahead. The sky appears to be reflected 

a wet surface but, ~n fact, _light _from the sky is being refracted 
th ough a layer of hot a1r. A mirage 1s not, as some people mistakenly 
be~ieve, a "trick of the mind:' As Figure 29.22 illustrates, a mirage is 
fonned by real light and can be photographed. 

FIGURE 29.20 
The refraction of 
light in ai r produces 
a m irage. 

FIGURE 29.21 
Wave fronts of light . 
travel faster in the h ot air 
near the ground, thereby 
bending the rays of light 
upward . 

FIGURE 29.22 
A driver might see a 
mirage on a hot day. 
The "wet" street is 
actually dry. 

FIGURE 29.23 
When the sun is 
already below the 
horizon, you can still 
see it. 

.. 
I, • 1 

\ 

When you watch the sun set, you see the sun 
for several minutes after it has really sunk below 
the horizon. This is because light is refracted by 
Earth's atmosphere, as shown in Figure 29.23. 
Since the density of the atmosphere changes 
gradually, the refracted rays bend gradually to 
produce a curved path. The same thing occurs 
at sunrise, so our daytimes are about 5 minutes 
longer because of atmospheric refraction. 
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FIGURE 29.24 A 
Atmospheric refraction pro-
duces a "pumpkin" sun. 

FIGURE 29.25 
Dispersion through a prism 
occurs because different 
frequencies of light travel 
at different speeds. 

590 

th (or moon) is near the horizon, the ra 
When e sun fr h Ys & are bent more than th~ rays_ om t e upper ed Oil)~ 

lower edge h tening of the vertical diameter and mak &e.1'hi e 
produces a s or f d • . es th s 

) 1 k elliptical instead o roun , as m Figure 29 e su~ 
( or moon oo .24 
CONCEPT : What causes the appearance of a mirage? 
CHECK : 

29.10 Dispersion in a Prism 
Chapter 27 discussed how the average speed of light is less th 
a transparent medium. How much less depe?ds on the Illedj;n Cin 
the frequency of the light. Light of frequencies closer to the ll} an~ . . d' natu I frequency of the electron oscillators m a me mm travels rno ra . re sl 
in the medium. This is because there are more mteractions w· h 01v1) 

b . d . It 
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@ Since different frequencies of light travel at different speeds 
in transparent materials, they will refract differently and bend at 
different angles. When light is bent twice at nonparallel boundaries, 
as in a prism, the separation of the different colors of light is quite 
apparent. This separation of light into colors arranged according to 
their frequency, as illustrated in Figure 29.25, is called dispersion. 

CONCEPT: Wh t d. . f CHECK : a causes 1spers1on o light? 

discover! 
Why Do Stars Twinkle? 
1. Look across a hot stove or hot pavement. Describe what you 

observe. What is a possible explanation for what you are seeing? 

2. Th~ n~xt time you are outside on a clear night try to notice th_e 
twmklmg of stars in the nighttime sky. What causes this twinkling? 

3. Think Why are many observatories located atop mountains? 
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FIGURE 29.26 

zg.11 The Rainbow 
A spectacular illus!ration of dispersion is the rainbow. In order 
for you to see a rambow, the s~ must be shining in one part of 
the sky, and the water droplets m a cloud or in falling rain must 
be in the opposite part of the sky. ":7hen you turn your back to the 
sun, you see the spectrum of colors m a bow. As illustrated in Figure 
29_26, all rainbows would be completely round if the ground were 
not in the way. 

Dispersion by a Raindrop Consider an individual spherical 
raindrop, as shown in Figure 29.27. Follow the ray of sunlight as it 
enters the drop near its top surface. Some of the light here is reflected 
(not shown), and the rest is refracted into the drop. At this first 
refraction, the light is dispersed into its spectral colors. Violet is bent 
the most and red the least. The rays reach the opposite part of the 
drop to be partly refracted out into the air (not shown) and partly 
reflected back into the water. Part of the rays that arrive at the lower 
surface of the drop are refracted into the air. This second refraction 
is similar to that of a prism, where refraction at the second surface 
increases the dispersion already produced at the first surface. This 
twice-refracted, once-reflected light is concentrated in a narrow range 
of angles. 

FIGURE 29.27 
Dispersion of sunlight by a 
water drop produces a rainbow. 

The rainbow is seen in a 
part of the sky opposite 
the sun and is centered 
on the imaginary line 
extending from the sun 
to the observer. 

- tbink! ----,1 
If light traveled at the 
same speed in raindrops 
as it does in air, would we 
still have rainbows? 
Answer: 29.11 .1 
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Observing a Rainbow Each drop disperses a fuU 
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FIGURE 29.28 4 
Sunlight strikes two sarn 

1 and emerges as dispers Pdei_drops 
e 19ht. --------------------

You don't need to look only upward at 42° to see dispersed d 
light. You can see red by looking sideways at the same angle or;: _ 
where along a circular arc swept out at a 42° angle. The disperse/ 
light of other colors is along similar arcs, each at their own slight! 
different angle. Altogether, the arcs for each color form the fami!iir 
rainbow shape. 

If you rotate the triangle shown in Figure 29.29, you sweep out 
the portion of a cone, with your eye at the apex. The raindrops that 
disperse light to you lie at the far edges of such a cone. The thicker 
the region of water drops, the thicker the conical edge you look 
through, and the more vivid the rainbow. 

Your cone of vision that intersects the raindrops creating your 
rainbow is different from that of a person next to you. So when a 
friend says, "Look at the beautiful rainbow," you can reply, "Okay, 
move aside so I can see it too." Everybody sees his or her own per-
sonal rainbow. 

So when you move, your rainbow moves with you. This means 
you can never approach the side of a rainbow, or see it end-on as in 
the exaggerated view of Figure 29.26. You can't get to its end. Hence,, 
the expression "looking for the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow 
means pursuing something you can never reach. 



r FIGURE 29.30 

often a larger, secondary bow with colors reversed can be seen 
hing at a greater angle around the primary bow. You can see the 

a\ndary bow in Figure 29.30. The secondary bow is formed by sec d. •milar circumstances an 1s a result of double reflection within the 
Sl ill d . F' raindrops, as ustrate m 1gure 29.31. Because most of the light is 
efracted out the back of the water drop during the extra reflection, 
~e secondary bow is much dimmer. 

CONCEPT: What are the conditions necessary for 
CHECK : seeing a rainbow? 

Light from droplets 
inside the rainbow form 
a bright disk with t~e 
colored rainbow at its 
edge. The sky appears 
darker outside the 
rainbow because there 
is no light exiting 
raindrops in the way 
that produces the main 
rainbow. Notice the 
dimmer secondary bow. 

FIGURE 29.31 A 

think!-------------. 
Double reflection in a water 
drop produces a secondary 
bow that is much dimmer 
than the primary bow. 

Point to a wall with your arm extended to approximate a 
42° angle to the normal of the wall. Rotate your arm in a full 
circle while keeping the same 42° angle. What shape does 

· your arm describe? What shape on the wall does your finger 
' sweep out? 

Answer: 29.11.2 

29.12 Total Internal Reflection 
When you're in a physics mood and you're going to take a bath, fill 
the tub extra deep and bring a waterproof flashlight into the tub with 
you. Turn the bathroom light off. Shine the submerged light straight 
up and then slowly tip it and note how the intensity of the emerging 
beam diminishes and how more light is reflected from the water sur-
face to the bottom of the tub. 

\ 
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FIGURE 29.32 • 
You can observe total 
internal reflection in your 
bathtub. a-d. Light emit-
ted in the water at angles 
below the critical angle is 
partly refracted and partly 
reflected at the surface. 
e. At the critical angle, 
the emerging beam skims 
the surface. f. Past the 
critical angle, there is total 
internal reflection. 

FIGURE 29.33 A 
Prisms are more effi-
cient at reflecting fight 
than mirrors because of 
'.otal internal reflection. 
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The Critical Angle At a certain angle, calle~ the critical an l 

'll . . that the beam no longer emerges mto the air b g e, you notice 1 f • 'd a ov 
c The critical angle is the ang e o mc1 ence that r e the sunace. f o . h esu1ts , 

the light being refracted at an angle o 90 .wit respect to the in 
mal. As a result, the intensity of the emerg1~~ beam reduces to~r-
When the flashlight is tipped beyond the cnt1cal angle ( 4go fr ro, 

h . . . Oillth 
normal in water), the beam cannot enter t e atr; 1t 1s only refl e 

· · · al fl t' · ected The beam is expenencmg total ~ter~ re. ~c ion, ~h1ch is the · 
complete reflection of light back mto its ongmal medmm. ] 
internal reflection occurs when the angle of incidence is IargeotaJth . . fr h r a1 the critical angle. The only light emethrgmbg om t e water surface is 
that which is diffusely reflected from e ottom of the bathtub. 

This procedure is shown in Figure 29.32. The proportions of)' h 
refracted and reflected are indicated by the relative lengths of the ig 1 

solid arrows. The light reflected beneath the surface obeys the law of 
reflection: The angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection 

The critical angle for glass is about 43°, depending on the type· 
of glass. This means that within the glass, rays of light that are more 
than 43° from the normal to a surface will be totally internally 
reflected at that surface. Rays of light in the glass prisms shown in 
Figure 29.33, for example, meet the back surface at 45° and are totally 
internally reflected. They will stay inside the glass until they meet a 
surface at an angle between 0° (straight on) and 43° to the normal. 

Total internal reflection is as the name implies: total-100%. 
Silvered or aluminized mirrors reflect only 90 to 95% of incident 
light, and are marred by dust and dirt; prisms are more efficient. 
This is the main reason prisms are used instead of mirrors in many 
optical instruments. Figure 29.33 illustrates how prisms can be used 
to reflect light. 

Total Internal Reflection in Diamonds The critical angle for a 
diamond is 24.6°, smaller than in other common substances. This small 
critical angle means that light inside a diamond is more likely to be 
totally internally reflected than to escape. All light rays more than 24.6° 
from the normal to a surface in a diamond are kept inside by total 
internal reflection. 
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As shown in Figure 29.3~, when a diamond is cut as a gemstone, 
I. ht that enters at one facet 1s usually totally internally reflected sev-,g · h 1 . . · 

1 times, wit out any oss m mtens1ty, before exiting from another 
era h d" · A 11 · · facet in anot er irectlon. sma cnt1cal angle, plus the pronounced 
efraction because of the unusually low speed of light in diamond, 

;roduces wide dispersion and a wide array of brilliant colors. 

Optical Fibers Optical fibers, sometimes called light pipes, are 
transparent fibers that pipe light from one place to another. As 
illustrated in Figure 29.35, they do this by a series of total internal 
reflections. Optical fibers are useful for getting light to inaccessible 
places. Mechanics and machinists use them to look at the interiors 
of engines, and physicians use them to look inside a patient's body. 
Light that shines down some of the fibers illuminates the scene and is 
reflected back along others. 

Optical fibers are important in communications and have been 
replacing bulky and expensive copper cables to carry telephone mes-
sages between major switching centers. More information can be 
carried in the high frequencies of visible light than in the lower fre-
quencies of electric current. 

CONCEPT I · I fl ct· t ? CHECK What causes tota mterna re e 10n o occur. 

FIGURE 29.34 
The brilliance of dia-
monds is a result of 
total internal reflection. 

Light travels slowly in 
a diamond, but even 
more slowly in a silicon 
carbide crystal called 
carborundum. 

FIGURE 29.35 
In an optical fiber, light is 
piped from one end to the 
other by a succession of 
total internal reflections. 
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